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Anya’s Ghost by Vera Brosgol
Anya's got a hard enough time fitting in at her second-rate private school without a ghost following her around. But that's just what happens. After Anya falls into deep hole that holds a 90 year-old skeleton, a dandelion-fluffy headed ghost girl starts tagging along. Anya's not too pleased, until she realizes that having a ghost sidekick has its advantages: like the ghostly power to spy on your classmate's test answers, or the ability to know just when the cute boy will be coming out of class.
But when Anya figures out that her ghost may not have the best judgment, in life or in death, and the ghost starts getting a little obsessive, things turn slightly creepier.
How can Anya break it off with her new dead friend, before things get really scary?
If you like to read graphic novels, and you like the thrill of a spooky story, Anya's Ghost will keep you on the edge of your seat.


Au Revoir, Crazy European Chick by Joe Schreiber 
It's prom night, and Perry should be with his band in Manhattan playing his first big gig, but his mom makes him take their foreign exchange student, Gobi, to the dance. Quiet and pasty-faced,  with a wardrobe tending towards dense brown skirts and woolen sweaters, the Lithuanian geek girl is much more than her appearance suggests... 

...because Gobi is an assassin who's got five targets to hit before the end of prom night. Perry is hijacked in his dad's Jaguar by the one and only Gobi and is forced to be an accomplice on the mission whether he likes it or not. After a night of car chases, Russian mobsters, and automatic weapons, Perry will have plenty of original material to write his college application essays. 

(Book talk from http://blogs.kcls.org/booktalk/2013/04/au-revoir-crazy-european-chick.html )


Beauty Queens  by Libba Bray
Read prologue “A word from our sponsor.” 
A plane full of Miss Teen Dream beauty pageant contestants crashes on the way to the final competition. Of those that survive, one is a micro-managing Texan, one is an undercover reporter, one’s special talent is Bollywood dance, one may or may or not actually be a girl, one has a lunch tray lodged in her forehead. They all must come together to build shelters out of sequined costumes and overthrow the evil manufacturers of explosive cosmetics. Sound like an elaborate set-up for a joke? It’s Beauty Queens, by Libba Bray.   


Berlin Boxing Club by Rob Sharenow
Make a fist. Now where is your thumb? Did you stick it inside your fist, held down by your fingers, or did you slide it to the outside?

If you make a fist the wrong way, you could break your thumb instead of making a good connection. That’s the way it is in the boxing ring.  If you are Jewish, even if you are not religious, unspeakable things could happen to your whole family. That’s the way it is in Berlin under Hitler’s watch. Karl Stern starts boxing to protect himself from a Hitler Youth wolfpack, and training to fight quickly becomes his main focus. Karl’s got world famous champion Max Schmeling as his mentor, and the boxing club as a refuge from his deteriorating family and school life. Will Karl’s survival skills in the ring be enough to protect him from the rising threat of Nazi power? What is the right way to make a fist? Read Berlin Boxing Club and find out.


Daughter of Smoke and Bone by Laini Taylor
Karou’s guardian Brimstone won’t tell her who she is or where she came from, but he will pay her in wishes if she runs creepy errands for him. In all the world, there is only one place humans can buy wishes: Brimstone’s shop. And there is only one currency he accepts: Teeth. Animal teeth. Human teeth. The better shape they are in the more valuable, especially if the jaw was living when they were removed. The most valuable teeth are your own when you remove them yourself. Brimstone will never, ever accept baby teeth.

A scuppy is the least powerful wish. Karou can have as many of those as she wants, but they’re only good for little things. Like making her ex-boyfriend’s butt itch while he’s posing naked for a life drawing class. Every once in a while Brimstone pays her in Shings, the next wish up. Karou used a Shing to turn her hair blue, and she uses them occasionally to remove unwanted tattoos or to learn languages. But she’ll never get her hands on the strongest currency of wishes, which are exactly what she needs if she will achieve what she wants more than anything: to fly. She’s not willing to do the kinds of things humans do to get the most valuable teeth, especially while she has no idea what the teeth are for. She is desperate to find out, and after Brimstone disappears she may just have a chance, especially with the help of what is apparently an actual angel who seems to know something of her past. And he’s gorgeous.
	

Divergent by Veronica Roth
Let’s take a personality test:
You are seeing a movie with friends when a fire breaks out in the theater. All but one person escapes and some people are injured. Do you
	Begin coordinating efforts to heal the wounded, even donating your own skin for grafts?

Rush back into the theater to rescue the person left behind and, even after the rescue, keep darting in and out, just for fun?
Begin an analysis of the causes of the fire, making a list of possible arsonists and their motivations?
Begin chanting in harmony with your friends while holding hands and rocking gently in order to feel more happy and less scared?
Find a reporter and begin talking about the fire in acute detail, also blurting out that you don’t like the way the reporter styles his hair and his makeup makes him look fake.

Depending on how you answer, you may belong in one of the five factions from Veronica Roth’s vision of post-apocalyptic Chicago: Abnegation, Dauntless, Erudite, Amity or Candor. If more than one answer sounds good to you, you may be Divergent.
Beatrice has just learned that Divergent people exist. But she doesn’t understand what they are or why they are so dangerous, or why she must keep her secret. In Chicago of the far future, people are divided into factions where they live with their family groups. As you grow up, you’re expected to share the values of your faction (selflessness, boldness, intellectualism, peacefulness or honesty), but when you turn 16, you take a test to find out where you truly belong. Beatrice grew up Abnegation, but she has always felt out of place as selflessness never came naturally to her. Should she choose another faction, or stay with her family? Is it safe to stray from the safety of her faction considering that everyone seems to hate people of her kind lately? Abnegation people are kind and good leaders, but Dauntless people, who Beatrice often sees leaping while laughing from the speeding trains they use to get around, seem to have a lot more fun…Who will Beatrice choose to be? Read Divergent to find out. 


Everybody Sees the Ants by A.S. King
When Lucky Lindemann was seven, Nader McMillan peed on him. Nader didn’t have any reason to do it—he just enjoyed humiliating Lucky. For the next eight years, Nader tortured Lucky any way he can—and lately that brutality has been escalating. Now, Nader is pissed as hell. And when Nader is mad, bad things happen 

Lucky’s life isn’t going too well on any front. For the standard survey assignment in social studies, Lucky used the big question bouncing around school: “How would you commit suicide?” A religious student took offense; the teacher got involved, which meant a talk to the guidance counselor and the principal; his disinterested parents were called in; mental health professionals along with all sorts of other “experts” added their two cents; and now everyone thinks Lucky is suicidal! 

He doesn’t have a death wish, but with his life, he easily could. His parents bicker constantly. Since Grandpa Harry never made it out of Vietnam, Lucky’s dad grew up withdrawn and cold. Mom copes by swimming laps. Not a good place for Lucky to spend his spare time, because Nader is a life guard at the pool. 

Lucky has a way to escape all this—dreaming, mostly about his long-lost POW/MIA grandfather and a Greek chorus of ants. Unfortunately, the dreams bleed into reality in many unexpected ways. 

When mom gets fed up with her marriage and decides to take Lucky with her to her brother’s place in Arizona, it turns out to be no vacation. But then he meets Ginny—the strong-willed, model-perfect neighbor. With the help of Ginny and of the grandfather he never met, in addition to the goading of a chorus of ants, Lucky puts his life in perspective. It is time to stand up for himself.
(Book talk from http://www.mackinbooktalk.com/viewBook.aspx?bookId=3300 )
 

The Scorpio Races by Maggie Stiefvater
Every November, the water horses rise from the sea around the isle of Thisby, and it's time for the Scorpio Races, when brave islanders mount the unruly steeds and try to hang on during a race along cliff sides and the booming ocean waves. To make matters more exciting—and dangerous—the horses are meat-eaters. 

Some riders live. Many die. 

At the age of nineteen, Sean Kendrick is the best rider in the isle. So why does he always look so sullen? He’s a winner, isn’t he? It may be he is bored with the races, even though his favorite steed, Corr, and he have a loving bond between them, it seems. 

This year they will have a surprise—the girl Puck Connolly has entered the races, the first girl ever to do so, on her own, very ordinary horse! How does she think she can compete with the faery horses of the water? And why? 

As the trials and heats race on, Puck and Sean grow to know each other, and even beyond simply knowing each other—but they both know that there cannot be two winners. One of them will have to lose. One of them may have to lose their life.
(Book talk taken from http://www.mackinbooktalk.com/viewBook.aspx?bookId=3272 )


